Credit Card Management
DESIGNED FOR MICROSOFT DYNAMICS™ NAV
BENEFITS


A PCI-compliant solution



Process Credit Cards
directly in MS Dynamics™
NAV.



Everything is handled in
MS Dynamics™ NAV; NO
EXTERNAL TERMINAL is
necessary.



Payments can be
automatically posted.



The system handles
separate authorization and
capturing of funds.



Will handle credit cards on
all sales documents and
also stand alone
(no document).



Supports 67 Payment
Gateways, including:
Authorize.NET, VeriSign,
Skipjack, YourPay, eWay,
and many more!



Batch Posting capabilities



Ability to charge or create
credits directly from the
Cash Receipts Journal



Has the ability to allow
capture amount to be
more than authorization
amount. (must check with
your gateway to see if this
is allowed)

CREDIT CARD MANAGEMENT
SimCrest Credit Card Management is a PCI-compliant solution which enables you to
receive credit card payments directly in Microsoft Dynamics™-NAV (Navision). All credit
card transactions are done in Dynamics™ NAV and can be automatically posted in
Dynamics™ NAV. Credit card transactions are separate from A/R transactions. The
system allows credit card transactions to be done with or without a sales transaction.
The system can accept credit card payments and credits on:




Sales Order
Sales Journal
Sales Invoice




Sales Credit Memo
Stand Alone (not attached to any
document)

The system handles authorization and capturing either combined or separately. It is also
possible to save credit card information within the system for each customer.

HOW IT WORKS
Let’s say that you want to receive a credit card
payment after entering an order. After selecting the
Credit Card menu you will be able to enter the
information on the card. You will also be able to
enter Card Verification Value (CVV2) and change
the address to match the card. If the credit card
transaction is linked to a sales transaction, then it
will suggest the amount of the sale. The user can
overwrite this if necessary and do a credit card
transaction for more or less the amount on the
sales order. When you submit the request, the
system will send it over the Internet and Authorize
and/or Capture the funds according to your
request.

The system will respond back to you with any
problems that may occur. For instance if the
credit card number is invalid or the card has
been cancelled it will give you an appropriate
response. Everything is handled inside
Microsoft Dynamics NAV thus no external
terminal is required.

The system supports 67 different Payment Processing Gateway Providers (PPGP):
Authorize.Net, Skipjack, VeriSign.com and many, many more.
Special Lower Authorize.Net Sign-up Rates and Instant Establishment of Live VISA/
MasterCard Merchant ID negotiated through www.e-onlinedata.com/simcrest
(American Express and Discover also available)
®

Other Add-ons from SimCrest

®

DESIGNED FOR MICROSOFT DYNAMICS™ NAV

PRODUCT CONFIGURATOR

AUTO EMAIL

Benefits:
 Assists your sales Department in selecting the right
configuration for your clients

Benefits:
 Never again will you have to print and mail documents







Print documents in HTML or PDF Format

A Production Configurator to help you manufacture a
specific production BOM and routing, or Kitting



Save on costly pre-printed documents, postage, and
envelopes

Support an indefinite number of levels in the
questionnaire



Include logo’s and other graphics in the printed
documents

Available with Web Enhancement Integration

QUICK PAYROLL

PRINT-2-EXCEL®

Benefits:
 Fully functional US and CA payroll integrating to
Dynamics™ NAV G/L and Bank Ledger

Benefits:
 Print (export) any Dynamics™ NAV report or
document to Excel®



All federal and state reports included



As easy as clicking the Print button



Keep track of upcoming events like when to file and
pay taxes



No need for Dataports




File and pay payroll taxes electronically with
subscription

Works for all Dynamics™ NAV reports and
documents without modifications

ELECTRONIC BANK RECONCILIATION

ROUTE PLANNER

Benefits:
 Fully-integrated to the existing Dynamics™ NAV Bank
Reconciliation system.

Benefits:
 Create the most efficient delivery routes by a few
clicks



Has zero footprint in standard Dynamics™ NAV
making it very easy to install and implement.



Automatically calculate the total weight and volume of
each truck to avoid overweight and overload



Reconcile your account within just a few minutes!





Download statements electronically from your bank.

Deliver more while saving time, miles, and fuel
expenses



Detailed driving directions with highlighted routes and
stops displayed on a map
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